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SOME OPEN PROBLEMS OF HAND EVALUATION

MIL|Tl{i J'. BAJZíK V'

Technical University of Liberec, Dept. of Textile Materials, Liberec, Czech Republic

|n proposed contribution the reproduc|bi|ity of the subjective hand eva|uation and prediction oÍ
subjective hand are discussed' For re|iab|e subjective eva|uation oÍ hand the reproducibi|ity and
good representation of results has to be performed. For representation of results the approach
based on categorized variables is used. For the case of subjective hand the ordinal median and
its 95% conÍidence interva| were applied. The set oí properties indirect|y connected with hand are
speciÍied. The methodo|ogy of prediction oÍ subjective hand based on these properties is de.
scribed. The who|e procedure is demonstrated on PET/woo| men's winter suit Íabrics

1.INTRODUCTION

The basic properties of clothing textiles (strength,
shrinkage, drape ability, etc.) can be measured ob-
jective|y and then app|ied Íor estimation of garment
behavior. These properties have usually physical
sense. The other ones (appearance, comfort, hand)
are not directly measurable in laboratory. Evaluation
is carried out by consumer on the basis of his feel-
ing evoked by in contact of his preceptors (eye for
appearance, eye and fingers Íor hand|e). These so-
called tactile properties play important role as the first
characteristics entering to contact with consumer.
Evaluation is carried out by consumer on the basis
of his Íeeling evoked by texti|e with contact oÍ his
preceptors (e.9., eye for appearance, fingers and
pa|ms Íor hand). The second possibility is to use the
so-called indirect measurements in combination with
ca|ibration equations' With deve|opment of new ýpes
of technologies and textile products objective char-
acterization hand becomes more important. The use
of computer oriented methods for textile design
needs of objective hánd prediction eva|uation as we||.

2. SUBJECTIVE HAND AND ITS EVALUATION

Principles of textile production are known more
then 6000 years. In this period the optimal condition
of their manufacturing was found. However, mecha-
nisms affecting the psychophysical appearances of
textiles leading to pleasant sense during wearing are
not ful|y explained up to this time. one oÍ the basic
contact properties of textiles is hand. The term "hand"
is difficult to define precisely. lt belongs to textile
quality evaluation as one of the most important util-
ity properties. lt is possible to include hand among
subjective feelings evoked by measurable textile
characteristics. The subjectively evaluated hand is
connected especially with surface, mechanical and
thermal properties. The first attempts of hand evalu-
ation oÍ texti|es were pub|ished in 1926 [1].Two ba-
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sic procedures oÍ subjective hand eva|uation were
proposed [5]:

a) direct method - is based on principle of sort-
ing of individual textiles to defined subjective grade
ordinal scale (e.9., 0 - very poor, 1 - sufficient,....,
5 - very good, 6 - excellent)

b) comparative method - is based on sorting of
texti|es according to subjective criterion oÍ eva|ua-
tion (e'g.' ordering Írom texti|es with the most p|eas.
ant hand to textiles with the worst hand).

The wide range of word expressions is connected
with term hand, e.g., smooth, Íu||, bu|ky, stiÍÍ, warm,
cool, sharp, etc. The expressions are used for de-
notation of primary hand [2, 3, 4, 5,6]. For predic-
tion of hand using any subjective method it is nec-
essary to solve following problems:

- choice of respondents
- choice of grade scale
_ deÍinition oÍ semantic.

2.1. Choice oÍ respondents

The method of choice of respondents has very
strong inÍ|uence on obtained data and therefore a|so
on resu|ts oÍ hand eva|uation. lt is obvious, that sub.
jective evaluation is based on quality of sensorial
receptors of the individual respondents. Results of
evaluation are also dependent on the psychical state
of respondents and the state oÍ environment' DifÍer-
ent resu|ts are oÍten obtained by experts and by
consumers. lt is given by different points of view on
textile and used terminology.

Above indicated problems show that it is very dif-
ficult to maintain reproducibility and choice of re-
spondents has to be strong|y deÍined' The signifi-
cant diÍÍerences exist between men and Women, too.
The men evaluate usually close to scale center in
comparison with women. The special problem is size
of respondent group. The minimum size for express-
ing oÍ consumer meaning is 25-30 peop|e and for
|ooking Íor re|ationships with objective characteris-
tics more then 200 people.
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2.2. Choice oÍ grade scale

..|Í 
the paired comparison [7] is not applied it is pos.

sible to choose grade scale according to the actual
criterion and needs. The size of grade scales varies
from 5 to 99. The 99 grade scale is more suitable
Íor experts hand|ing with fabrics. For consumers
grade scale from 5 to 11 is preferred as they have
not so high sensitivity for judgement of very weak
differences. Generally is valid, that the area ol grade
scale centre is frequenily used in comparison with
the areas near the scale ends.

2.3. Definition of Semantic
Eva|uation oÍ tota| hand is not suÍficient when more

precise results are required. lt is suitable to intro_
duce primary hand values. primary hand values are
connected with surŤace, therma| and geometric prop-
erties. FoIlowing po|ar pairs are Very often used Íor
expressing oÍ primary hand va|ues:

rough - smooth
stiÍÍ - flexib|e
open - compact
cold - warm.

Paired comparison of severa| samp|es is oÍten
carried out and then the ranks are got together. This
method is easy Íor statistical data processing but it
is suitable for small sets of textiles only.

3. OBJECTIVE HAND EVALUATION

A |ot oÍ methods are used for indirect objective
hand evaluation. These techniques can be divided
to three groups according to used instruments:

a) specia! instruments - the hand is result of the
measurement. Drawing of textile through the nozzle
of defined shape and eva|uation oÍ dependence
"strength-displacement" course is usual principle [9].

b) set of specia| instruments Íor measuring of prop.
erties corresponding to hand. Kawabata's evaluation
system (KEs) be|ongs here. |t consists of Íour in-
struments Íor measuring of tensi|e, shear, bending,
surÍace and compressive properties under speciát
conditions of measuring. By these instruments 16
mechanical characteristics are measured [1 0].

c) standard instruments Íor eva|uation oí prop-
ertíes corresponding of hand [.11].

Techniques of objective hand evaluation can be
divided to two groups according to data processing.

a) result is one number characterizing hand _ this
number is very often obtained from conversion equa_
tion (e.9., regression model), where subjective hand
is endogenous variable and measured pioperties are
exogenous ones [10, 11].
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b) result is the vector of numbers characterizing
hand. Comparison of hand is then carried out on thě
basis of mu|tivariate statistica| methods (e.g., Íactor
analysis [12], discrimination analysis [10] and clus_
ter analysis ['13]).

App|icability oÍ various methods Íor objective hand
evaluation is connected with the choice of measured
textiles properties.

4. SUBJECTIVE HAND AND APPEARANCE

During the subjective hand evaluation the visual
inspection of samples can have influence on final
decision. In this section the comparison of results
obtained with and without "visual inspection" are pre-
sented. The handle evaluations were compared and
influence oÍ appearance on handle eva|uation Was
investigated.

The 28 fabrics Íor men's suit were chosen for sub-
jective appearance evaluation and subjective han_
dle evaluation with and without visual inspection. For
achievement oÍ reproducibi|ity of hand|e evaluation
two groups oÍ respondents were app|ied. Size of the
Íirst was 92 and the second was 160. Ratio oÍ ages
of respondents and ratio of men and women was
similar. As respondents the consumers were used.
Each of them Was precise|y inÍormed What and how
has judge. The second group beside handle evalu-
ation with visual inspection carried out evaluation of
handle without visual inspection and appearance
evaluation. The second group judged one year after
the first. The first group had to disposal five grade
scale and the second group eleven-grade scale. For
comparison of judgment Spearman's rank correla-
tion coefÍicient Was app|ied.

The re|ationship between resu|ts oÍ both groups is
high (Spearman's rank corre|ation coeÍficient is 0'89)'
|t can be said, iÍ respondents are we|| informed, it is
possible to achieve reproducibility. On other hand,
five-grade scale is less sensitive to differences in
judgment and this less sensitivity leads to higher loss
of information.

Relationship between two types of subjective han_
dle evaluations (with and without visual inspection)
is high, as well (Spearman's rank correlation coeffi_
cient is 0.98). lt indicates that we||.inÍormed respond-
ent is able to restrain visual perception even if ma_
jority of respondents remarked their influence by
pattern (color of textile). The relation between han-
dle and appearance is weaker (Spearman's rank
correlation coefficient is 0.52 for the case with visual
inspection and 0.47 for the case without visual in-
spection). lt is interesting that most of fabrics at
whom the handle was evaluated at the borders of
scale (it means with very good handle or very poor
hand|e) had the simi|ar appearance eva|uatíon.
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The results indicate when the respondents are well
prepared it is possible to ensure the reproducibility
of data concerning the handle evaluation. The han-
dle can be judged with visual inspection but the con-
dition of well-informed respondents is necessary, as
well.

5. PREDICTION OF THE SUBJECTIVE HAND

Subjective hand of the set of 28 men's suit fabrics
was carried out by means of group of 92 well-in-
formed respondents. They had S-order grade scale
to disposal (1 - very bad,2 - poor, 3 - average, 4 -
good, 5 - excellent). The estimations of hand grades
from subjective evaluation results were treated by
means oÍ technique described be||ow. The basic
characteristics are presented in Table 1.

Table 1 Range of Basic Parameters of Tested Fabrics

weight [g/mt ] 1 40-380

For characterization of location of ordinal variable
the sample rating median can be computed. The
median category Me is deÍined by inequa|ities

Fu"_t < 0.5, FM"> 0.5 (4)

The sample-rating median oÍ ordina| variab|e has
the form

X u" = Me + 0.5 - 
Fr"-- 0'5 

(5)
fM"

Subjective judgment of fabrics handle is widely
used within the textile, clothing and by the ultimate
consumers.

For estimation of mean handle grade the sample
rating median Xr" defined by eqn. (5) is suitable.
Characteristic X'" is estimator oÍ popuIation rating
median Med. Median of ordinal variable X"" was
used as yy for prediction of subjective hand.

The prediction of the subjective hand was made
Írom eight objectively measurab|e characteristics
se|ected Írom four basic groups of properties corre.
sponding to the hand sensorial centers.
1. For characterization oÍ the fabric surface rough.
ness
- Coefficient of static friction f" = xo [-l has been se-

lected.

2. The deformability have been characterized by the

- Shear resistivity G = x1 [N],
- lnitial tensile modulus Y =xs IMPa],
- Stiffness T = Xt lO-7 [N m-21.

3. Bulk behavior has been expressed by the

- Area weight M = Xz [g m']
- Compressibility S = xs [-]

- Thickness ť = x+ [mm].
4. Thermal part of hand has been characterized by
the

- Warm/coo| feeling coeÍficient B =Xs 1W m-1K-11.
Thg data Yi, Xti, X1i, X21, Xg, X41, X51, X6i, X71, XBi, i =

1,2,,,..47 were co||ected Íor 47 woo|en men suit fab-
rics. Individualx data are mean values computed
from 10 repeated measurements.

Predictive, regression type models were con-
structed in the following stePs:

|. Standardization oÍ data x1i, i = 1,2,,,.,8 i =

1,2,....47 by using of relation

,,, =\5 (6),. sl

where xj is sample mean and s, is corresponding
standard deviation for l-th variable, see Table 2.

!1. Non-linear transformation to the special psycho-
physica| sca|e by using oÍ Harrington type function

w1i=exp!exp(-uii)) V)

[yarns/10 cm] 160-500
1 40-300

blending 100% wool
45/55 wooUPES
70130 PES/viscose
wool/PES/PAD

basic types of weaves plain, two-andtwo twill, satin, prunell

Statistical analysis of subjective hand results is
obviously based on the classical arithmetic mean.
The more correct approach based on the categorized
variables [15, 161 is proposed in this contribution.
Generally, for categorized variable case the popula-
tion of all events is divided to the categories
C.,,.......Cp.Here, P = 5 categories were used. Spe-
cial case of categorized variable is ordinal variable
[10, 14]. For ordinalvariable the categories C',.......Cp
are sorted according to external criterion (here hand).
|t is assumed that the Íirst category is worst and Iast
category is best. The categoÍY Ciq is better that C1

for all i = 1,.....P - 1. Statistical treatment of ordinal
variable is based on absolute frequencies fri, i =

1,.....P corresponding to categories C1,.......Cp.
Total number of events is

P
n =zni

i=1

Relative frequencies are then

ti = 
n!- e),n

and cumulative relative. frequencies are
t

F,=2f,, i=1,......P (3)
l=1
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Table 2 Samole mean values and variances Tab|e 4 Regression resu|ts Íor L|N mode|

Property standard
oarameterestimation deviation

oÍestimation

Test Hq: b; = 0

t-criterion asubjective hand
shear resistivity
areal weight
warm/coo| feeling coefÍ.
thickness
compressibiIiý
coefÍ' oÍ static friction
stiff ness
initial tensile modulus

3.126 0.775
0.1 18 0.051

209.74 42.03
42.23 5.156
0.521 0.072
1 .375 0.105
0.291 0.0274
3.501 2.76

1 19.88 55.076

bo 2.914
bl -1 .238
b2 0.770
bs -0.342
b4 0.0634
bs 0.929
b6 -4.0449

0.302 9.638
0.376 -3.295
0.493 1 .56 r

0.342 -0.999
0.415 0.153
0.414 2.243
0.299 -0.150

v
X1

X2

xs
X4

X5

x6
X7

Xg
0.689
0.295

0.000
0.002
0.127
0.324
0.879
0.031
0.882
0.566
0.081

lll. Selection oÍ statisticaIly sultable regression
sub.model from Íol|owing three basic ones

888
TAYL: Yi = bo +|b1.w1i-'' bywnw1i+ál (1o)

i=1 i=l k=2

Predicted correlation coeÍf icient Rp, ÍTl€€t|.l q uad ratic
error of prediction MEPand mean re|ative error oÍ

approximation E [%] can be used for determination
of regression mode| qua|ity. For ca|cu|ation oÍ MEP,
the following equation is valid

-0.579
1.79

For above-mentioned models the characteristics
Rp, MEP and E are shown in Table 3.

|t is evident, that Írom the point oÍ view of predic-
tion ability the LIN model is the most suitable. The
estimations oÍ bo,...''.b8 parameters together with
standard deviations and significance tests (Hs: b1 :
0) are presented in Table 4.

It is clear that, the independent variable x4 (thick-
ness) and x6 (coefficient of static Íriction) are the least
signiÍicant'

The model without these ones is marked as RLIN.
The characteristics oÍ regression qua|ity (Tab|e 3)
show that HLIN has better prediction ability then ori-
gin LlN model. For this mode| the estimations oÍ
b0,......b0 parameters and results of basic tests are
shown in the Table 5.

ln respect to the fact, that chosen textiles created
representative sample of woolen textiles it is possi-
b|e use parameter estimations of RL|N mode| Íor
subjective hand prediction of other woolen textiles
of the same type.

Methodo|ogy oÍ prediction of subjective hand con-
sists from Ío||owing steps:

a) determination of sample means for shear re-
sistance G = ,., area weight , = ,", warm/coo| Íee|.
ing coefÍicient b = x3, compressibi|ity S = xu, stiffness
T = xr, and initial modulus Y = xa by the above men-
tioned techniques,

b) transformation to standardized variables xi
(eqn. 6) with use the xTand sl values (Table 2),

Table 5 Begression results for BLIN model

standard
oarameter estimation deviation

TestHs:b7=0

of estimation t-criterion

b7 -0.399
b8 0.528

8

LIN: Yi = bo*1b1.w1,+ ri (B)

I
GEOM: InY, = 1P6o +llnwli+ ei (9)

J= |

MEP =1y "'t 
^n fi (t- Hii)'

(1 1)

where €i = Yi_ Yiprea dÍ1d H'i. are diagonal e|ements oÍ

projection matrii X (Xr X)1 Xr .

Predicted corre|ation coefÍicient Rp is defined as

,r=ffffi (12)

where y* is median oÍ ordina| variable oÍ hand' Both
these characteristics use the special prediction Írom
estimates when single points are left out when the
prediction is calculated (prediction in l-th point is cal-
culated without information about this point).

Table 3 Characteristics of regression model quality for various
models.

LIN
GEOM
TAYL
RLIN

0.621
0.476
0)
0.693

0.308

'1.9

0.261

12.0
12.7

12.1

2.903
-1.260
0.809

-0.337
0.950

-0.371
0.516

0.262
0.336
0.426
0.315
0.392
0.614
0.283

11.071

-3.753
1.901

-t.v/ |

2.421
-0.603

1.824

0.000
0.001
0.065
0.291
0.020
0.550
0.076

Ds

b1

b2

w3

bs
b7

ua

RP

*) Close to zero
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c) non-llnear transformation using Harrington
ýpe Íunction (eqn. 7), i' e., computatio-n w.

d) substitution to irre tinal pr."al"iiu" r."látion

y = 2.9 - 1.27w1 + 0.81w2 - 0.34w, +
+0.95w5 - 0.37w7 + O.S2w6

This model has been successfully tested for sub_jective hand prediction.

6. DTSCUSSTON

Prediction model defined by the eqn. (13) is sim_p|e and suitable Íor estímation of the.median of
woo|en Íabrics subjective hand based on the meas-
urable characteristics.

Described method can be used for other types oÍ
fabrics as well. precision of the prediction is com_
parable with precision of subjective estimation.
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